
Kentucky 
American Water@ 

Fred White 

May 3,2007 

Ms. Beth A. ODonnell 
Executive Director 
Public Service Commission 
21 1 Sower Boulevard 
Frankfort, Kentucky 40602 

Subject: Pilot Program Sampling Results in the Year 2007 for Meters Over Ten Years Old and 
Request for One Year extension of the Sampling Plan 

Dear Ms. O’Donnell: 

The following letter report fulfills a requirement of an Order by the Commonwealth of Kentucky 
Public Service Commission Order (Order) dated September 30, I997 with respect to a pilot 
sampling plan for water meters older than 10 years, case number 96-569. This Order was based 
on the application by the Kentucky American Water to deviate from 807 KAR 5066 Section 16(1) 
of the Commission rules so as to extend meter life. 

This year, 2007, is the last year of the sampling plan as per the Order. Because 2007 testing of 
the fifteen-year-old meters has proved accurate for the 4th of the 5 years required by the 
sampling plan, one additional year of testing (2008) is being requested. No other age meters will 
be tested as part of the extension. 

Introduction: 

Kentucky American Water had before this order kept its water meters in place for only 10 years. 
In the interest of saving money for their customers, in 1996 Kentucky American Water applied 
for keeping meters in place longer than 10 years in 1996. At issue was whether meters older 
than 10 years are accurate. 

A statistical study by a consulting firm in 1996 of the trending of the accuracy for meters under ten 
years old that demonstrated that there was a high probability that meters over ten years old would 
be accurate. In order to assure that those meters that were kept in place over 10 years were 
accurate, Kentucky American Water proposed that those meters would be tested as to their 
accuracy by a sample pilot program. Once their accuracy was established, the program for 
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determining the accuracy could then be discontinued. This report is the required annual report on 
the accuracy of meters as proposed by Kentucky American Water and established by the 
Commonwealth of Kentucky Public Service Commission Order with respect to Case No. 96-569 
dated September 30, 1997. In that Order, the sampling plan proposed by Kentucky American 
Water through a report dated June 1997 by the consuiting firm was accepted. Previous reports 
for any year discussed below are available upon request to Kentucky American Water. 

Testing in 1999: 
The sampling plan was initially implemented in 1999. In the year 1999, there was one set 
of meters tested by the sampling plan: 
1 I-year old meters installed in I988 
The one set of 1 I-year old meters passed by the standard established as per the above 
Order. 

Testing in 2000: In the year 2000, there were two sets of meters tested by the sampling plan: 
1 I-year old meters installed in 1989 
12-year old meters installed in 1988 

Both sets of meters passed by the standard established as per the above Order. 

Testing in 2001: There were three sets of meters tested by the sampling plan for 2001 
1 I-year old meters installed in 1990 
12-year old meters installed in 1989 
13-year old meters installed in 1988 

All three sets of meters passed by the standard established as per the above Order. 

Testing in 2002: There were four sets of meters tested by the sampling plan in 2002: 
1 I-year old meters installed in 1991 
12-year old meters installed in 1990 
13-year old meters installed in 1989 
14-year old meters installed in 1988 

All four sets of meters passed by the standard established as per the above Order. 

Testing in 2003: Meter testing was not performed in 2003 due to unforeseen personnel 
problems and other circumstances. 

Conservatively, because no meters were fully tested as per the Sampling Plan 
procedures, the year 2003 was treated as a year without a test for either pass or fail for 
any test year. 
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Testing in 2004 There were five sets of meters tested by the sampling plan in 2004: 
1 I-year old meters installed in 1993 
12-year old meters installed in 1992 
13-year old meters installed in 1991 
14-year old meters installed in 1990 
15-year old meters installed in 1989 

All five sets of meters passed by the standard established as per the above Order. The 1 l-year- 
old meters were found to be accurate overall given accurate testing for five years ending in 2004 
as per the above Order. No further testing of the 1 I-year old meters is required. 

Testing in 2005: There were four sets of meters tested by the sampling plan in 2005. 
12-year old meters installed in 1993 
13-year old meters installed in 1992 
14-year old meters installed in 1991 
15-year old meters installed in 1990 

All four sets of meters passed by the standard established as per the above Order. The 12- 
year-old meters were found to be accurate overall given accurate testing for five years ending 
in 2005 as per the above Order. No further testing of the 12-year-old meters is required. 

Testing in 2006: There were four sets of meters tested by the sampling plan in 2006. 
13-year old meters installed in 1993 
14-year old meters installed in 1992 
15-year old meters installed in 1991 
16-year old meters installed in 1990 

All four sets of meters passed by the standard established as per the above Order. The 13- 
year-old meters were found to be accurate overall given accurate testing for five years ending 
in 2005 as per the above Order. No further testing of the 13-year-old meters is required. 

Testing in 2007: Current Sample Plan 

The following is a letter report of the results of the pilot sampling plan for meters older than ten 
years old in the year 2007. There are four sets of meters tested in the sampling plan in the 
current year, 2007: 

14-year old meters installed in 1993 
15-year old meters installed in 1992 
16-year old meters installed in 1991 
17-year old meters installed in 1990 
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This is the first year of testing of 17 year old meters. 2006 was the last year of testing 13- 
year old meters. Note this the last year of as specified of the sampling plan as per the above 
Order. A one year extension for 2008 will be discussed later for the sampling plan. 

Testing Procedures 2007: The test procedures proposed by the June 1997 plan are as follows: 

Currently, functioning meters are tested for low, medium and high flow rates. Meters that are 
stuck, are reported outside of this testing procedure since they obviously represent non- 
functioning meters. The current testing procedure for low, medium, and high flow rates as 
required by the normal accuracy testing by the Commission is performed for the meters older 
than 10 years. 

The actual type of analysis performed to establish accuracy, as established in the June 1997 
report, is a means analysis test. Meter accuracy for various flow levels will be measured by a 
means analysis that will be compared to the established acceptable accuracy rates for each type 
of test. The mean of a set of data is the same as the average. 

The average for the sample for a particular age by flow test will be calculated. An average which 
under-registers by 1.5% or over-registers by 1.5% for the medium and the high test will be 
considered an indication of inaccurate meters. An average of the low test which under-registers 
by below 10% or over-registers by I%,  will be considered an indicator of inaccuracy. 

If a meter age tests accurate for 5 years of testing without inaccuracy, the meter age is 
considered accurate overall with no further testing needed. 

As the June 1997 sampling plan proposed, over 200 meters would be tested as to their accuracy 
for a particular age of meters. Four sets of over 200 meters were tested in 2007: 

14-year old meters installed in 1993 
15-year old meters installed in 1992 
16-year old meters installed in 1991 
17-year old meters installed in 1990 

Exhibit I provides the detailed test for the 14-year old meters tested in 2007. Exhibit II 
provides data for the 15-year old meters tested in 2007. Exhibit Ill provides data for the 16- 
year old meters and Exhibit IV provides data for the 17-year old meters. Note that stuck 
meters and broken are treated outside the analysis. 

For the means test to be undertaken, these meters were selected in a random fashion from a 
meter report for those meters of that age. 
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Mean 

96.08 

Test Findings: 

Given the random selection of over 200 meters by age, the low, medium and high tests were 
performed. Once these 200 meters were tested by age, the meters were then discarded. To 
perform the means test, the meters that were stuck were excluded from the test as specified in 
the June 1997 sampling plan proposal. The results of the means test are as follows: 

Above Mean Above Mean 1.5% Accurate 
1% 1.5% ? 
No 100.17 No 100.22% No Yes 

Table 1 
K-A Sample Testing Program 2007 

Samole Summarv Table 

Year of 
Meter 

Year 

Year 

Year 
17- 

Mean Analysis 
Low Flow Test I Medium Flow Test I High Flow Test I Means 

I I I I I I 
Below 1.5% 
or Above I Test 

% I  I % I I I I 
94.43 I No I 100.03 I No I 99.94% I No Yes 
% I  I % I I I I 

95.47 I No I 99.39% I No I 99.72% I No Yes 
% I  I I I I I 

89.63 I Yes-Fail I 99.45% I No I 98.08% I Yes-Fail I No 

14-year Old Meter Accuracy: 

The above results show that the means tests for the three flow tests were accurate where 100% 
represents full accuracy for the 14-year old meters. Because all three tests were accurate, the 
test for the 14-year old meters was considered accurate for 2007. Because the initial sample of 
over 200 sample meters tested accurately, there is no need for additional sampling. The 14- 
year-old meters were found to be accurate overall given accurate testing for five years ending in 
2006 as per the above Order. No further testing of the 14-year-old meters is required. 

15-year Old Meter Accuracy: 

The above results show that the means tests for the three flow tests were accurate where 100% 
represents full accuracy for the 15-year old meters. Because all three tests were accurate, the 
test for the 15-year old meters was considered accurate for 2007. Because the initial sample of 
over 200 sample meters tested accurately, there is no need for additional sampling. Because the 
15-year old meters have tested accurately for 4 years with the 2007 testing, there would be one 
more year of testing necessary. 
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16-year Old Meter Accuracy: 

The above results show that the means tests for the three flow tests were accurate where 100% 
represents full accuracy for the 16-year old meters for 2007. Because all three tests were 
accurate, the test for the 16-year old meters was considered accurate for 2007. Because the 
initial sample of 200 sample meters tested accurately, there is no need for additional sampling. 
We do not intend to test these meters and 17-year old meters next year. 

17-year Old Meter Accuracy: 

The above results show that the means tests for the two of the three flow tests failed where 100% 
represents full accuracy for the 17-year old meters for testing in 2007. Originally, fifteen years 
was targeted as the meter age goal for the sampling program. The failure of the 17-year old 
meters will require no more testing of 17-year old meters and older. 

Summary of testing results to date and future testing; the following table summarizes the Pilot 
Sampling Plan results to date: 

The 14-year old meters passed a total of five years of testing this year and therefore are considered 
accurate. The 15-year old meters passed this year, but require one year of additional testing to 
meet the five year pass criteria. The 16-year old meters passed this year, but given the 17-year old 
meters’ failure and the program’s 15-year goal, to be conservative no more testing of the 16-year 
old meters will be undertaken. The 17-year old meters failed and will not be tested further. 

Extension Requested: 

Given the expiration this year of the Order, a one year extension is hereby requested so as to 
provide time to test only the 15-year old meters in 2008 which have one more year of accuracy to 
be tested. No other meter age will be tested in 2008 under the extension. Kentucky American 
Water respectfully requests that a response be given by August 1,2007 so appropriate planning 
can take place. 
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If there are any questions, please feel free to call. 

Very truly yours, 

KENTUCKY AMERICAN WATER 

William F. White 
Network Superintendent 

Enclosures: Exhibits I, II, 111 and IV 



Exhibit I 
For Kentucky Public Service Commission 
Pilot Program Fourteen Year Old Meters 
INSTALLATION 1993 TESTED 2007 
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Exhibit I 
For Kentucky Public Service Commission 
Pilot Program Fourteen Year Old Meters 
INSTALLATION 1993 TESTED 2007 
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Exhibit I 
For Kentucky Public Service Commission 
Pilot Program Fourteen Year Old Meters 
INSTALLATION 1993 TESTED 2007 
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Exhibit I 
For Kentucky Public Service Commission 
Pilot Program Fourteen Year Old Meters 
INSTALLATION 1993 TESTED 2007 

Stuck Meters 
19 I 420613 I TRIDENT 1 T-10 1 1993 ~112112007 
102 I 421394 I TRIDENT 1 T- I0  1 1993 [ 31512007 
136 I 423147 I TRIDENT I T - I O  1 1993 ~3H012007 
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Exhibit II 
For Kentuckv Public Service Commission 
Pilot Program Fifteen Year Old meters 
INSTALLATION 1992 TESTED 2007 
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Exhibit II 
For Kentucky Public Service Commission 
Pilot Program Fifteen Year Old meters 
INSTALLATION 1992 TESTED 2007 
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Exhibit II 
For Kentucky Public Service Commission 
Pilot Program Fifteen Year Old meters 
INSTALLATION 1992 TESTED 2007 

exclude0 lorslrck or Qdml 
16 1 9178963 i BADGER I 
75 I 404814 I TRIDENT L T.10 I 
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Exhibit 111 
For Kentucky Public Service Commission 
Pilot Sampling Program for 16 year old meters 
INSTALLATION 1991 TESTED 2007 
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Exhibit 111 
For Kentucky Public Service Commission 
Pilot Sampling Program for 16 year old meters 
INSTALLATION 1991 TESTED 2007 
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Exhibit 111 
For Kentucky Public Sefvice Commission 
Pilot Sampling Program for $6 year old meters 
INSTALLATION 1991 TESTED 2007 
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Exhibit 111 
For Kentucky Public Service Commission 
Pilot Sampling Program for 16 year old meters 
INSTALLATION 1991 TESTED 2007 

installation Test 
Manufactural Model Date Date Low I Medium I High I Low I Medium High I Overall 

TRIDENT I T-I0 1 1991 13116120071 941 1011 99.71PASS [PASS IPASS [PASS 
413880 I TRIDENT I T-IO I 1991 I3116120071 991 1001 100.31PASS IPASS [PASS [PASS 
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Exhibit IV 
For Kentucky Public Service Commission 
PILOT SAMPLING PROGRAM FOR 17 YEAR OLD METERS 
installed in 1990 and Tested in Year 2007 

I unto, I I In.+.ll.+innl Ta.+ I ...-. ". 
Number Manufacture1 Model Date Date L o w  I Medium I High I LOW I Medium I High I Overall 

I I I I PASS I FA11 I FA11 
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Exhibit IV 
For Kentucky Public Service Commission 
PILOT SAMPLING PROGRAM FOR 17 YEAR OLD METERS 
Installed in 1990 and Tested in Year 2007 
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Exhibit IV 
For Kentucky Public Service Commission 
PILOT SAMPLING PROGRAM FOR 17 YEAR OLD METERS 
Installed in 1990 and Tested in Year 2007 
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Exhibit IV 
For Kentucky Public Service Commission 
PILOT SAMPLING PROGRAM FOR 17 YEAR OLD METERS 
Installed in 1990 and Tested in Year 2007 

Stuck 
I 20 I 80137 I TRIDENT I T-10 I 1990 j 1122120071 
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